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The pre-summer heavy rainfall over southern China during 3–8 June 2008 is
simulated using a two-dimensional cloud-resolving model. The model is integrated
with imposed zonally uniform vertical velocity, zonal wind, horizontal temperature
and vapour advection from National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP)/Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) data. The effects of vertical
wind shear and cloud radiative processes on the response of rainfall to large-
scale forcing are analysed through the comparison of two sensitivity experiments
with the control experiment. One sensitivity experiment excludes the large-scale
vertical wind shear and the other excludes the cloud radiative effects. During the
decay phase of convection, the increase in model domain-mean surface rain-rate
resulting from the exclusion of vertical wind shear is associated with the slowdown
in the decrease of perturbation kinetic energy due to the exclusion of barotropic
conversion from mean kinetic energy to perturbation kinetic energy. The increase
in domain-mean rain-rate from the exclusion of cloud radiative effects is related
to the enhancement of condensation and associated latent heat as a result of
strengthened radiative cooling. The increase in the domain-mean surface rain-rate
is mainly associated with the increase of convective rainfall, which is in turn related
to the local atmospheric change from moistening to drying. During the onset and
mature phases of convection, the domain-mean surface rain-rates are generally
insensitive to vertical wind shear and cloud radiative effects whereas convective
and stratiform rain-rates are sensitive to vertical wind shear and cloud radiative
effects. The decrease in convective rain-rate and the increase in stratiform rain-rate
are primarily associated with the enhanced transport of hydrometeor concentration
from convective regions to raining stratiform regions. Copyright c© 2011 Royal
Meteorological Society
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1. Introduction
The pre-summer rainy season is the major rainy season over
southern China (Ding, 1994a). The rainfall starts in early
April and reaches its peak in June. The torrential rainfall
can lead to tremendous property damage and fatalities. For
example, in 1998 the torrential rainfall resulted in more than
$US 30 billion in damage and over 100 fatalities. Thus, it
is important to further understand the southern China pre-
summer heavy rainfall and associated physical processes.
The effects of cold surges over the Southern Hemisphere,
cross-equatorial flow from the Southern Hemisphere and
monsoon and water vapour transport on pre-summer
heavy rainfall have been investigated observationally and
numerically (e.g. Krishnamurti et al., 1976; Tao and Ding,
1981; Wang and Li, 1982; Ding, 1994b; Simmonds et al.,
1999).
Cloud-resolving models include prognostic cloud micro-
physical parametrization schemes and their simulation data
have been analysed for process studies associated with con-
vective development (e.g. Gao and Li, 2008a) and for the
development of cloud parametrization schemes for climate
modelling (e.g. Randall et al., 1996). Gao et al. (2005a)
combined water vapour and cloud budgets to derive a diag-
nostic surface rainfall equation for quantitatively identifying
surface rainfall processes in a unified framework that links
precipitation, clouds and environmental thermodynamic
conditions. They found that while the water vapour pro-
cesses largely account for the variations in surface rain-rate,
the cloud processes play significant roles in these variations.
The analysis of the surface rainfall budget has been inten-
sively applied to cloud-resolving model simulation data to
study the role of surface evaporation in surface rainfall pro-
cesses (e.g. Cui and Li, 2006), diurnal variations of tropical
convective and stratiform rainfall (e.g. Cui, 2008; Cui and
Li, 2009; Ping and Luo, 2009), precipitation efficiency (e.g.
Sui et al., 2007), and the sensitivity of convective and strat-
iform rainfall to sea-surface temperature (e.g. Zhou and Li,
2009). Recently, Gao and Li (2008b) examined responses
of tropical deep convective precipitation systems and their
associated convective and stratiform regions to strong and
weak imposed large-scale upward motions by analysing a
two-dimensional (2D) cloud-resolving model simulation
during Tropical Ocean–Global Atmosphere Programme
Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA
COARE), and found that the convective rainfall is not sen-
sitive to the large-scale forcing whereas stronger upward
motions produce stronger stratiform rainfall than weaker
upward motions do.
The effects of vertical wind shear on convective
development have been examined for decades (e.g.
Pastushkov, 1975; Corbosiero and Molinari, 2002; Lang
et al., 2007; Ueno, 2007). The delayed initiation of convection
is associated with a strong vertical wind shear (e.g. Xu
et al., 1992). The vertical wind shear affects convective
development by changing vertical transport of horizontal
momentum (e.g. Wu and Yanai, 1994). The convection
becomes increasingly organized in lines as a result of a
strong lower-tropospheric vertical wind shear (e.g. Robe and
Emanuel, 2001). The negative vertical wind shear led to well-
organized convection and strong convective precipitation
during a landfall of severe tropical storm Bilis (2006) (Wang
et al., 2009b).
Cloud radiative processes have important impacts on
surface rainfall. The infrared (IR) cooling can increase
surface rain-rate by 14% and 31% in simulations of squalls
over the midlatitudes and Tropics, respectively (Tao et al.,
1993). The clear-sky IR cooling increases the surface rain-
rate by 15% whereas the reduction in the IR cooling
rate by the anvil cirrus decreases the surface rain-rate by
10% (Fu et al., 1995). The diurnal variation of oceanic
precipitation may be insensitive to the cloud–radiation
interaction (Xu and Randall, 1995). The IR cooling during
night-time reduces saturation specific humidity and can
result in the nocturnal rainfall peak (e.g. Sui et al., 1997,
1998). The significant increase of domain-mean surface
rainfall is associated with the exclusion of cloud radiative
effects (e.g. Gao and Li, 2008a).
In this study, the effects of vertical wind shear and
cloud radiative processes on responses of pre-summer heavy
rainfall over southern China to the large-scale forcing are
examined with 2D cloud-resolving model simulations. The
pre-summer heavy rainfall event over southern China during
3–8 June 2008 is simulated in a control experiment. The two
sensitivity experiments with vertical wind shear and cloud
radiative effects excluded are conducted and compared with
the control experiment. In the next section, model, control
and sensitivity experiments, and comparison between the
control simulation and observation, are described and
discussed. The results are presented in section 3. A summary
is given in section 4.
2. Model and experiments
The cloud-resolving model (Soong and Ogura, 1980; Soong
and Tao, 1980; Tao and Simpson, 1993) used in this study
is the 2D version of the model (Sui et al., 1994, 1998) that
was modified by Li et al. (1999). Detailed descriptions of the
model can be found in Gao and Li (2008a). Briefly, the model
includes prognostic equations for potential temperature and
specific humidity, prognostic equations for mixing ratios of
cloud water, raindrops, cloud ice, snow and graupel, and
perturbation equations for zonal wind and vertical velocity.
The model uses the cloud microphysical parametrization
schemes taken from Rutledge and Hobbs (1983, 1984), Lin
et al. (1983), Tao et al. (1989) and Krueger et al. (1995).
Solar (Chou et al., 1998) and thermal infrared (Chou et al.,
1991; Chou and Suarez, 1994) radiation parametrization
schemes are performed every minute. The model uses cyclic
lateral boundaries, and a horizontal domain of 768 km
with 33 vertical levels, and its horizontal and temporal
resolutions are 1.5 km and 12 s, respectively. The top model
level is at 42 hPa. The vertical grid resolution ranges from
about 40 m near the surface to about 1 km near 100 hPa.
Grabowski et al. (1998) compared sensitivity experiments
between 200 m and 2 km horizontal resolution and showed
similarities in terms of thermodynamic, cloud and rainfall
properties. Petch (2006) found that a horizontal grid length
of 200 m or less is needed to capture the most important
cloud processes.
The data from the Global Data Assimilation System
(GDAS) developed by the National Centers for Environmen-
tal Prediction (NCEP), National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), USA are used to calculate the
forcing data for the model over a longitudinally oriented
rectangular area of 108–116◦E, 21–22◦N over coastal areas
along southern Guangdong and Guangxi provinces and the
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Figure 1. Temporal and vertical distribution of (a) vertical velocity (cm s−1) and (b) zonal wind (m s−1) from 0200 LST 3 June to 0200 LST 8 June
2008. The data are averaged in a rectangular box of 108–116◦E, 21–22◦N from NCEP/GDAS data. Ascending motion in (a) and westerly wind in (b) are
shaded.
surrounding northern South China Sea. The horizontal and
temporal resolutions for NCEP/GDAS products are 1◦ × 1◦
and 6 hourly, respectively. The model is forced by large-scale
vertical velocity, zonal wind (Figure 1), and horizontal tem-
perature and water vapour advection (not shown) averaged
over 108–116◦E, 21–22◦N. The model is integrated from
0200 Local Standard Time (LST: UTC + 8 h) 3 June to 0200
LST 8 June 2008 (a total of 5 days) during the pre-summer
heavy rainfall. The surface temperature and specific humid-
ity from NCEP/GDAS averaged over the model domain are
uniformly imposed on each model grid to calculate surface
sensible heat flux and evaporation flux. The 6 hourly zonally
uniform large-scale forcing data are linearly interpolated
into 12 s data, which are uniformly imposed zonally over
the model domain at each time step. The imposed large-
scale vertical velocity shows the gradual increase of upward
motions from 3 June to 6 June. The maximum upward
motion of 18 cm s−1 occurred around 9 km in the late
morning of 6 June. The upward motions decreased dramat-
ically on 7 June. The lower-tropospheric westerly winds of
4–12 m s−1 were maintained during the rainfall event.
In the control experiment (C), the model is integrated
with the initial vertical profiles of temperature and specific
humidity from NCEP/GDAS at 0200 LST 3 June 2008. It
is also integrated with the initial vertical profiles spatially
uniformly perturbed by ±0.2◦C of temperature and ±1%
of specific humidity in four experiments, respectively. The
model is integrated with the initial conditions and constant
large-scale forcing at 0200 LST 3 June for 6 hours during the
model spin-up period and the 6 hour model data are not
used for analysis. The five model runs are averaged to form
ensemble simulation data for analysis. The simulations in the
control experiment (C) are compared with vertical profiles
of temperature and specific humidity from NCEP/GDAS
(Figure 2) and observed surface rain-rate from rain-gauge
stations (Figure 3). The simulated temperatures and specific
humidities can be, respectively, −1◦C and −1 g kg−1 smaller
than those from NCEP/GDAS data, and their root-mean-
square (RMS) differences are 0.61◦C and 0.39 g kg−1. The
cold and dry biases and RMS differences are significantly
smaller than those shown in Li et al. (1999) during TOGA
COARE. The comparison in surface rain-rate between the
simulation and rain-gauge observations averaged from 17
stations over southern Guangdong and Guangxi reveals
a fair agreement with a gradual increase from 3 to 6 June
and a rapid decrease from 6 to 7 June (Figure 3). Their
RMS difference (0.92 mm h−1) is significantly smaller than
the standard derivations of simulated (1.28 mm h−1) and
observed (1.26 mm h−1) rain-rates. The linear correlation
between the simulated and observed rain-rates is 0.87,
which is statistically significant. The differences in surface
rain-rate between the simulation and observation can reach
2 mm h−1, as seen in previous studies (e.g. Li et al., 1999;
Xu et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009a). The differences may
partially be from the comparison of small hourly local
sampling of rain-gauge observations over 35% of the model
domain over land and no rain-gauge observations over 65%
of the model domain over ocean with large model domain
averages of model data in the control experiment with
imposed 6 hourly large-scale forcing. The convection may be
affected by land–ocean contrast and orography; these effects
are included in large-scale forcing imposed on the model.
The two sensitivity experiments carried out in this study
use a model with the same imposed large-scale forcing.
Experiment CNVWS is identical to the control experiment
(C) except that vertically varying large-scale zonal winds in
C are replaced with their mass-weighted means in CNVWS.
Experiment CNVWS is compared with C to study the effects
of vertical wind shear on rainfall responses to the large-scale
forcing. Experiment CNCR is identical to C except that the
mixing ratios of five cloud species are set to zero in the
calculation of radiation. Experiment CNCR is compared
with C to study cloud radiative effects on rainfall responses
to the large-scale forcing. Like the control experiment,
CNVWS and CNCR are integrated with both unperturbed
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Figure 2. Time–height distributions of (a) temperature difference (◦C) and specific humidity difference (g kg−1) between the control experiment and
NCEP/GDAS data.
and perturbed initial conditions. The ensemble simulation
data are used in the following analysis.
3. Results
3.1. Control experiment
In the control experiment, the time and model-domain
mean surface rain-rate increases from 4 June to 6 June
2008, reaches its maximum on 6 June, and then decreases
significantly on 7 June (Figure 3). The rainfall processes
on 5 June are similar to those on 4 June. Thus, the
daily and model-domain mean surface rainfall budgets are
calculated on 4, 6 and 7 June (Figure 4). These three
days represent the onset, mature and decay phases of pre-
summer heavy rainfall events over southern China. June 4 is
characterized by moderate large-scale forcing with domain-
mean water vapour convergence and heat divergence. June
6 has strong large-scale forcing with domain-mean water
vapour convergence and heat divergence while 7 June has
weak large-scale forcing with domain-mean water vapour
and heat divergence. The surface rainfall equation can
be found at (A1) in the appendix. Positive values of
QWVT, QWVF, QWVE and QCM denote local atmospheric
drying, water vapour convergence, surface evaporation, and
decrease in local hydrometeor concentration/hydrometeor
convergence, respectively. Note that taking the model
domain mean on QCM leads to the decrease (QCM > 0)
or increase (QCM < 0) in domain-mean local hydrometeor
concentration due to zero hydrometeor convergence as a
result of the cyclic horizontal lateral boundaries in the
model. The increase in domain-mean surface rain-rate from
4 June to 6 June is largely associated with the increase
in domain-mean water vapour convergence (QWVF > 0),
which is consistent with the dominance of large-scale water
vapour convergence in the total vapour source from tropical
equilibrium cloud-resolving model simulation found by Sui
et al. (1994) and in the surface rainfall budget from the
cloud-resolving model simulation of a landfall of severe
tropical storm Bilis (2006) found by Wang et al. (2009a).
The decrease in domain-mean surface rain-rate on 7 June is
mainly related to the change to the water vapour divergence
(QWVF < 0) from the water vapour convergence on the
previous day (Figure 4). The domain-mean surface rain-rate
on 7 June is primarily associated with the domain-mean local
atmospheric drying rate (QWVT > 0) when the domain-
mean water vapour divergence occurs.
The daily and model domain-mean heat budgets are also
calculated on 4, 6 and 7 June (Figure 5). The heat equation
can be found at (A2) in the appendix. Positive values of
SRAD, SHT, SHF, SHS and SLH denote solar radiative heating,
local atmospheric cooling, heat convergence, surface sensible
heating and latent heating, respectively. There is an increase
in heat divergence from 4 to 6 June 2008 when surface
rainfall increases and there is a decrease in heat divergence
from 6 to 7 June when surface rainfall decreases (Figure 5).
Although the domain-mean water vapour divergence cannot
support rainfall on 7 June (Figure 4), the domain-mean heat
divergence balances out latent heat. Thus, the domain-mean
local atmospheric drying is a result of consumption of water
vapour by condensation. Due to low domain-mean radiative
cooling rate and a negligibly low domain-mean surface
sensible heat rate, the domain-mean heat divergence is
largely offset by the domain-mean latent heat. The domain-
mean heat divergence rates are larger than the domain-mean
latent heating rates, which leads to domain-mean local
atmospheric cooling (SHT > 0).
Convective and stratiform rainfall both contribute to
model domain-mean surface rainfall. Thus, the surface
rainfall budgets are, respectively, calculated over rain-
ing stratiform and convective regions using the convec-
tive–stratiform rainfall partitioning method developed by
Tao et al. (1993) and modified by Sui et al. (1994) (also
see appendix). Convective rainfall contributes more to the
model domain mean surface rainfall than stratiform rainfall
does. The fractional coverage of stratiform and convective
rainfall increases from 4 June to 6 June whereas it decreases
from 6 June to 7 June (Table II).
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Figure 3. Surface rain-rates (mm h−1) simulated in the control experiment (solid) and from rain-gauge observation (dashed).
On 4 June, the water vapour convergence appears
over convective regions whereas the weak water vapour
divergence occurs over raining stratiform regions. The
convective rainfall is associated with water vapour
convergence and local atmospheric drying over convective
regions. The negligibly low latent heat rate (not shown) and
the large positive value of QCM over raining stratiform
regions indicate that the stratiform rainfall is mainly
supported by the transport of hydrometeor concentration
from convective regions to raining stratiform regions.
On 6 June, water vapour convergence is enhanced
over both raining stratiform and convective regions. The
convective rainfall and the transport of hydrometeor
concentration from convective regions to raining stratiform
regions cannot be fully supported by the water vapour
convergence over convective regions, which leads to
local atmospheric drying over convective regions. The
water vapour convergence and transport of hydrometeor
concentration to raining stratiform regions feed stratiform
rainfall.
The domain-mean water vapour divergence occurs one
day after the domain-mean surface rainfall reaches its
peak, on 7 June (Figure 4). On 7 June, the domain-
mean water vapour divergence mainly occurs in raining
stratiform regions (Figure 6). Over convective regions, the
water vapour convergence is not only a source for convective
rainfall, it also generates local atmospheric moistening and
plays a role in the transport of hydrometeor concentration
to raining stratiform regions (Figure 7). Over raining
stratiform regions, strong water vapour divergence largely
compensates for the strong local atmospheric drying, while
the stratiform rainfall is mainly associated with the transport
of hydrometeor concentration from convective regions to
raining stratiform regions (Figure 6).
To examine the effects of vertical wind shear and cloud
radiative processes on rainfall responses to large-scale
forcing, the differences in daily-mean surface rainfall and
associated budget terms between the sensitivity and control
experiments will be calculated and analysed for 4, 6 and 7
June (Figures 4–7).
3.2. CNVWS vs. C: Effects of vertical wind shear
The domain-mean surface rainfall budgets (Figure 4) show
that the exclusion of vertical wind shear has negligible
effects on the water vapour convergence rate and surface
rain-rate on 4 and 6 June when the large-scale water vapour
convergence corresponds to imposed large-scale upward
motions. The 8.7% increase in domain-mean surface rain-
rate as a result of the exclusion of vertical wind shear
in CNVWS on 7 June is associated with the significant
reduction of the water vapour divergence rate and the
acceleration of local hydrometeor loss when the water
vapour divergence corresponds to the weak imposed large-
scale upward motions. Rotunno et al. (1988) showed that
vertical wind shear allows a spatial separation between the
updraught and downdraught, which leads to longer-lived
systems and more effective secondary initiation from cold-
pool outflows. Thus, the exclusion of vertical wind shear may
shorten the life span of convective systems, which in turn
causes the acceleration of hydrometeor loss. The vertical
wind shear has negligible effects on the domain-mean heat
budgets during the rainfall (Figure 5).
Secondary circulations are directly responsible for cloud
development, and cloud microphysical processes directly
produce surface rainfall. The intensity of secondary
circulations can be described using perturbation kinetic
energy. The linear correlation between model domain-
mean rain-rate and perturbation kinetic energy is 0.64,
which is statistically significant. The large-scale vertical
wind shear is directly responsible for the barotropic
conversion between mean domain-mean kinetic energy
(K) and perturbation kinetic energy (K ′) in the budget
of perturbation kinetic energy through the barotropic
conversion between perturbation kinetic energy and
domain-mean kinetic energy through the covariance
between perturbation zonal wind and vertical velocity
under large-scale vertical wind shear (Cu(K ,K ′); see (A3)
in appendix). The budgets of K ′ in C and CNVWS on 7
June are calculated in Table I and compared to explain
the physical mechanism associated with the effects of
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Figure 4. Daily and model domain means of surface rain-rate (PS), local water vapour change (QWVT), water vapour convergence (QWVF), surface
evaporation (QWVE), local hydrometeor change/hydrometeor convergence (QCM) in the control experiment (C) in (a), and their differences for
(b) CNVWS-C and (c) CNCR-C on 4 June (open bar), 6 June (black bar), and 7 June 2008 (grey bar). Unit is mm h−1.
vertical wind shear on domain-mean surface rain-rate.
C(P′,K ′) and Gqv(K ′) are largely balanced by Gql(K ′) in
the two experiments (their sums are −2.9 × 105 J s−1 in
C and −2.1 × 105 J s−1 in CNVWS). Since these terms
are derived from the buoyancy term g( TTb + 0.61q
′
v − q′l)
in the vertical momentum equation, their sum denotes
a generalized baroclinic process in the convective system.
The difference in the local change rate of perturbation
kinetic energy ( ∂K
′
∂t ) between the two experiments is mainly
attributable to the difference in Cu(K ,K ′)(a negative value
denotes the barotropic conversion from perturbation kinetic
energy to domain-mean kinetic energy). The decrease in
perturbation kinetic energy in CNVWS is slowed down by
the exclusion of barotropic conversion from perturbation
kinetic energy to domain-mean kinetic energy as a result
of the exclusion of vertical wind shear. Thus, the relative
increase of domain-mean surface rain-rates by the exclusion
of vertical wind shear in CNVWS is associated with the
deceleration of the decrease in perturbation kinetic energy.
On 7 June, 75% and 25% of the difference in
model domain-mean surface rain-rate for CNVWS-C
are, respectively, from the differences in convective and
stratiform rain-rate, as both convective and stratiform
rainfall cover areas that are about 20% larger in CNVWS
than in C (Table II). Since the water vapour convergence rate
over convective regions is lower in CNVWS than in C, the
local atmospheric drying over convective regions in CNVWS
and the local atmospheric moistening in C corresponds to
higher convective rain-rate in CNVWS than in C (Figure 7).
Although the domain-mean surface rain-rates are similar
in the experiments on both 4 and 6 June (Figure 4), the
convective and stratiform rain-rates are, respectively, lower
and higher in CNVWS than in C (Figures 6 and 7). The
fractional coverage of convective and stratiform rainfall
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Figure 5. Daily and model domain means of radiative heating (SRAD), local heat change (SHT), heat convergence (SHF), surface sensible flux (SHS) and
latent heat (SLH) in the control experiment (C) in (a), and their differences for (b) CNVWS-C and (c) CNCR-C on 4 June (open bar), 6 June (black bar)
and 7 June 2008 (grey bar). Unit is◦C h−1.
Table I. Budgets of perturbation kinetic energy (K ′) in the control experiment (C) and the experiment with the exclusion
of vertical wind shear (CNVWS). Cu(K,K ′) and Cw(K ,K ′) are the barotropic conversion between domain-mean kinetic
energy (K) and K ′, C(P′,K ′) is the baroclinic conversion between perturbation available potential energy (P′) and K ′, and
Gqv(K ′) and Gql(K ′) are the generation terms of K ′. Unit is 105 J s−1
∂K ′
∂t Cu(K ,K
′) Cw(K ,K ′) C(P′,K ′) Gqv(K ′) Gql(K ′)
C −4.9 −1.9 0.0 21.5 32.3 −56.7
CNVWS −2.1 0.0 0.0 13.4 31.3 −46.7
is larger in CNVWS than in C. On 4 and 6 June,
the decrease in convective rain-rate by the exclusion of
vertical wind shear is mainly associated with the enhanced
transport of hydrometeor concentration from convective
regions to raining stratiform regions, while the water vapour
convergence rates over convective regions are similar in
both experiments, and enhanced local atmospheric drying
over convective regions is associated with the exclusion of
vertical wind shear. The increase in stratiform rain-rate as
a result of the exclusion of vertical wind shear is mainly
due to enhanced transport of hydrometeor concentration
from convective regions to raining stratiform regions on
4 and 6 June, whereas in raining stratiform regions, it is
related to the strengthened local atmospheric drying on
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Figure 6. Daily means of surface rain-rate (PS), local water vapour change (QWVT), water vapour convergence (QWVF), surface evaporation (QWVE),
local hydrometeor change/hydrometeor convergence (QCM) over raining stratiform regions in the control experiment (C) in (a), and their differences
for (b) CNVWS-C and (c) CNCR-C on 4 June (open bar), 6 June (black bar), and 7 June 2008 (grey bar). Unit is mm h−1.
Table II. Daily means of fractional coverage (%) of (a) stratiform and (b) convective rainfall in three experiments. The
control experiment (C), the experiment with the exclusion of vertical wind shear (CNVWS), the experiment with the
exclusion of cloud radiative effects (CNCR), and their differences for CNVWS-C and CNCR-C on 4 June, 6 June and 7
June 2008
(a) C CNVWS CNCR CNVWS-C CNCR-C
4 June 20.4 20.7 21.5 0.3 1.1
6 June 33.4 38.5 37.0 5.1 3.6
7 June 11.1 13.4 12.3 2.3 1.2
(b) C CNVWS CNCR CNVWS-C CNCR-C
4 June 10.7 12.5 10.2 1.8 −0.5
6 June 12.6 15.6 12.0 3.0 −0.6
7 June 2.7 3.3 2.8 0.6 0.1
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Figure 7. Daily means of surface rain-rate (PS), local water vapour change (QWVT), water vapour convergence (QWVF), surface evaporation (QWVE),
local hydrometeor change/hydrometeor convergence (QCM) over convective regions in the control experiment (C) in (a), and their differences for
(b) CNVWS-C and (c) CNCR-C on 4 June (open bar), 6 June (black bar) and 7 June 2008 (grey bar). Unit is mm h−1.
4 June and the enhanced water vapour convergence on 6
June.
3.3. CNCR vs. C: Cloud radiative effects
On 4 and 6 June, the changes in the domain-mean
surface rain-rate by cloud radiative effects are less than
3.3% (Figure 4). The changes in the domain-mean local
atmospheric drying rates are largely offset by the change
in the domain-mean water vapour convergence rate
and the rate of decrease in domain-mean hydrometeor
concentration. On 7 June, a 12.8% increase in domain-
mean surface rain-rate is generated by the exclusion of
cloud radiative effects. The increase in domain-mean surface
rain-rate by the exclusion of cloud radiative effects is
associated with the increases in surface evaporation and
local atmospheric drying and the decrease in domain-mean
local hydrometeor concentration.
From observational analysis and numerical modelling, Sui
et al. (1997, 1998) suggested that the decrease in saturation
specific humidity associated with the IR-cooling induced
decrease in temperature is a key process in producing a
nocturnal rainfall peak. The comparison in domain-mean
heat budget between C and CNCR on 7 June shows
that the exclusion of cloud radiative effects in CNCR
reduces domain-mean radiative cooling by more than
50% (Figure 5). Correspondingly, the exclusion of cloud
radiative effects increases the domain-mean latent heating
rate and decreases the domain-mean heat divergence rate.
The increase in domain-mean condensation rate in CNCR is
associated with the increase in domain-mean latent heating
rate. Thus, in comparison to C, the domain-mean surface
rain-rate in CNCR increases.
The differences in domain-mean heat budget between
CNCR and C on 4 June are generally similar to those
on 7 June. The positive differences in domain-mean
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condensation rate for CNCR-C (PS − QCM ≈ 0.42 mm h−1
(Figure 4); see cloud budget in Gao and Li (2008b))
are associated with the positive differences in domain-
mean latent heating rate (∼0.01◦C h−1) on 4 and
7 June. The difference between 7 and 4 June is
that domain-mean hydrometeor concentrations increase
(QCM = −0.015 mm h−1) during the onset phase on 4
June whereas they decrease (QCM = 0.024 mm h−1) during
the decay phase on 7 June. Also, the domain-mean surface
rain-rate on 7 June is only half of the rain-rate on 4 June.
As a result, the increase in domain-mean surface rain-rate
from the exclusion of cloud radiative effects on 7 June
(12.8%) is five times as large as that on 4 June (2.6%).
The large percentage increase in domain-mean surface rain-
rate associated with the exclusion of cloud radiative effects
during the decay phase is helped by the small domain-
mean surface rain-rate and acceleration of domain-mean
local hydrometeor loss. The large increase in domain-
mean surface rain-rate in CNCR during the decay phase
is consistent with the results found by Gao and Li (2008a)
using an equilibrium cloud-resolving model simulation with
zero imposed large-scale vertical velocity.
On 7 June, the convective and stratiform rain-rates are,
respectively, 11.3% and 15.2% higher in CNCR than in
C (Figures 6 and 7). The stratiform rainfall covers 10.8%
larger areas in CNCR than in C whereas the convective
rainfall occupies similar sizes of areas for both experiments.
The enhancement of convective rain-rate by the exclusion
of cloud radiative effects is mainly associated with the
change of local atmospheric drying in CNCR from local
atmospheric moistening in C over convective regions. The
increase in stratiform rain-rate caused by the exclusion of
cloud radiative effects is related to the enhanced transport
of hydrometeor concentration from convective regions to
raining stratiform regions and the weakened water vapour
divergence over raining stratiform regions.
The cloud radiative processes generally affect surface
rainfall budgets over convective and raining stratiform
regions on 4 and 6 June (Figures 6 and 7). The stratiform and
convective rainfall cover, respectively, more and less areas in
CNCR than in C. On 4 June, the exclusion of cloud radiative
effects increases stratiform rain-rate by 11.3% whereas it has
almost no impact on convective rain-rate. On 4 June, the
increase in stratiform rain-rate by the exclusion of cloud
radiative effects is mainly associated with strengthened
local atmospheric drying over raining stratiform regions
(Figure 6). The insensitivity of convective rain-rate to
cloud radiative effects is from the large cancellation between
weakened local atmospheric drying and strengthened water
vapour convergence (Figure 7). On 6 June, the exclusion
of cloud radiative effects increases stratiform rain-rate by
5.9% whereas it decreases convective rain-rate by 6.3%.
The decrease in convective rain-rate resulting from the
exclusion of cloud radiative effects is associated with
weakened water vapour convergence over convective regions
and strengthened transport of hydrometeor concentration
from convective to stratiform regions. The increase in
stratiform rain-rate from the exclusion of cloud radiative
effects is primarily supported by the strengthened transport
of hydrometeor concentration from convective to stratiform
regions.
4. Summary
The effects of vertical wind shear and cloud radiative
effects on responses of 2D idealised cloud-resolving model
simulations of pre-summer heavy rainfall over southern
China are examined in this study. The control experiment
(C) is integrated for 5 days from 0200 LST 3 June to 0200 8
June 2008 with a model that is forced with zonally-uniform
vertical velocity, zonal wind, horizontal temperature and
vapour advection from NCEP/GDAS data and is also
integrated with the initial vertical profiles spatially uniformly
perturbed, respectively, by ±0.2◦C of temperature and ±1%
of specific humidity in four runs. The five model runs
are averaged to form ensemble simulation data. Simulated
domain-mean vertical profiles of temperature and specific
humidity and surface rain-rate are compared with mean
vertical profiles of temperature and specific humidity from
NCEP/GDAS data and rain-gauge observations. The two
sensitivity experiments are carried out to examine the
effects of vertical wind shear and cloud radiative processes
on rainfall responses to large-scale forcing. The sensitivity
experiments are identical to the control experiment except
that the vertically varying large-scale zonal winds are
replaced with their mass-weighted means in CNVWS and the
hydrometeor mixing ratios are set to zero in the calculations
of radiation in CNCR. The analysis is conducted with daily
mean budgets calculated from simulation data in three cases:
the onset phase on 4 June with the weak model domain-
mean water vapour convergence and heat divergence, the
mature phase on 6 June with strong model domain-mean
water vapour convergence and heat divergence, and the
decay phase on 7 June with weak model domain-mean
water vapour and heat divergence. The major results are:
• The exclusion of vertical wind shear and cloud
radiative processes increases the model domain-mean
surface rain-rate by 8.7% and 12.8%, respectively,
when the domain-mean water vapour divergence
corresponds to the weak imposed large-scale upward
motions on 7 June, whereas the exclusion does not
impact domain-mean surface rain-rate when the
domain-mean water vapour convergence corresponds
to the imposed large-scale upward motions on 4 and
6 June.
• On 7 June, the increase in domain-mean surface
rain-rate resulting from the exclusion of vertical wind
shear is associated with a reduced domain-mean water
vapour divergence rate and enhanced domain-mean
local hydrometeor loss. The analysis of the budgets
of perturbation kinetic energy reveals that the rain-
rate increase is caused by a slowdown in the decrease
of perturbation kinetic energy associated with the
exclusion of barotropic conversion from perturbation
kinetic energy to domain-mean kinetic energy in
CNVWS. The enhancement of domain-mean surface
rain-rate by the exclusion of cloud radiative effects in
CNCR is associated with an increase in condensation
rate and associated latent heating rate due to a
decrease in saturation specific humidity caused by
an increase in IR cooling rate, and the acceleration of
local hydrometeor loss.
• On 7 June, the enhancement of the domain-mean
surface rain-rate resulting from the exclusion of
vertical wind shear is mainly from convective regions
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where the local water vapour processes are changed
from moistening in C to drying in CNVWS. Both
convective and stratiform rain-rates contribute to the
increase in domain-mean surface rain-rate from the
exclusion of cloud radiative effects. The enhanced
convective rain-rate is mainly associated with the
change to the local atmospheric drying in CNCR from
the local atmospheric moistening in C, whereas the
strengthened stratiform rain-rate is associated with
the weakened water vapour divergence over raining
stratiform regions and the intensified transport of
hydrometeor concentration from convective regions
to raining stratiform regions.
• Although the domain-mean surface rainfall is much
less sensitive to the vertical wind shear and cloud
radiative processes on 4 and 6 June than on 7
June, convective and stratiform rainfall processes are
affected by these processes. The decrease in convective
rain-rate and the increase in stratiform rain-rate from
the exclusion of vertical wind shear and cloud radiative
processes are mainly associated with the increase of
transport rate of hydrometeor concentration from
convective regions to raining stratiform regions.
The conclusions above are drawn from idealized 2D
cloud-resolving model simulations. Although 2D and 3D
model simulations show similarities in terms of collective
thermodynamic feedback effects, vertical transports of mass,
sensible heat and moisture, thermodynamic fields, surface
heat fluxes, surface precipitation, precipitation efficiency,
and convective and moist vorticity vectors (e.g. Tao and
Soong, 1986; Tao et al., 1987; Grabowski et al., 1998;
Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2003; Gao et al., 2004, 2005b,
2007; Sui et al., 2005; Zeng et al., 2007), the two types of
simulations can also be different. One notable difference
is the fact that 2D model simulations produce stronger
convective cold pools than 3D model simulations do
(Tompkins, 2000). Xu et al. (2002) found that differences
in 2D and 3D model simulations during Atmospheric
Radiation Measurement (ARM) are due to the differences
between 2D and 3D dynamics. Gao et al. (2005b) and Gao
(2007) revealed that convection is highly correlated with
the horizontal and vertical components of the dynamic
vorticity vector, respectively, in 3D and 2D frameworks
because dominant items in horizontal components of the
3D dynamic vorticity vector are excluded from the 2D
framework. Petch (2006) compared 2D and 3D model
simulations during the Large-scale Biosphere–Atmosphere
(LBA) experiment in Amazonia and showed that the use of
the 2D model has the largest impact on the development of
convection, while Stephens et al. (2008) demonstrated the
differences in precipitable water and precipitation variability
and upper-tropospheric cloud fraction and condensate
amount between 2D and 3D model simulations. Therefore,
it is necessary to conduct further studies using 3D cloud-
resolving model simulations to analyse the effects of large-
scale vertical wind shear and cloud radiative process on
precipitation.
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Appendix. Surface rainfall, heat and kinetic energy
budgets, and convective–stratiform rainfall partitioning
method
Based on Gao et al. (2005a), Cui and Li (2006), and Gao and
Li (2008b), the surface rain-rate (PS) can be written as:





QWVF = −[uo ∂qv
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] − [w′ ∂qv
∂z
] − [ ∂
∂x
(uo + u′)qv ′], (A1b)
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(u′ql)]. (A1d)
Here, QWVT, QWVF, QWVE and QCM are local water vapour
change, water vapour convergence, surface evaporation,
and local hydrometeor change/hydrometeor convergence,
respectively; qv is specific humidity; u and w are the zonal
and vertical components of wind, respectively; ρ is height-
dependent mean air density; total hydrometeor mixing ratio
(ql) is the sum of mixing ratios of cloud water (qc), raindrops
(qr), cloud ice (qi), snow (qs), and graupel (qg); overbar
denotes a horizontal mean; prime is a perturbation from the
horizontal mean; [()] (= ∫ ztzb ρ ()dz) is mass integration,
and zt and zb are the heights of the top and bottom of
the model atmosphere respectively; and superscript o is an
imposed NCEP/GDAS value.
Following Gao and Li (2008b), the heat budget can be
expressed as
SHT + SHF + SHS + SLH + SRAD = 0, (A2b)
where
SHT = −∂ < T >
∂t
, (A2a)
SHF = − < uo ∂T
o
∂x










− < πwo ∂θ
′
∂z
> − < πw′ ∂θ
∂z
>, (A2b)
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SHS = Hs, (A2c)
SLH = 1
cp
< Qcn >, (A2d)
SRAD = 1
cp
< QR > . (A2e)
Here, SHT, SHF, SHS, SLH and SRAD are local heat change, heat
convergence, surface sensible heat, latent heat, and radiative
heating, respectively; T and θ are air temperature and
potential temperature, respectively. π = (p/p0)κ , κ = R/cp,
R is the gas constant, cp is the specific heat of dry air
at constant pressure p, and p0 = 1000 hPa. Hs is surface
sensible heat flux, Qcn is the condensation heating, QR is
the net radiative heating due to solar heating and infrared





Following Li et al. (2002) and Wang et al. (2009b), the
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Gql(K
′) = −[gw′q′l]. (A3f)
Here g is gravitational rate and Tb is initial temperature.
Cu(K,K ′) and Cw(K,K ′) are the barotropic conversion
between mean domain mean kinetic energy (K) and K ′,
respectively, through covariance between perturbation zonal
wind and vertical velocity under vertical shear of imposed
horizontal-mean zonal wind, and between perturbation
vertical velocities under vertical shear of imposed horizontal-
mean vertical velocity. C(P′,K ′) is the baroclinic conversion
between perturbation available potential energy (P′) and K ′
through covariance between perturbation vertical velocity
and temperature. Gqv(K ′) and Gql(K ′) are the generation
terms of K ′ through covariance between perturbation
vertical velocity and specific humidity, and between
perturbation vertical velocity and total hydrometeor mixing
ratio, respectively.
The convective–stratiform rainfall partitioning methods
have been developed based on the amplitude and spatial
variations of radar reflectivity or surface rainfall rate in
previous studies (e.g. Churchill and Houze, 1984; Caniaux
et al., 1994; Steiner et al., 1995). Additional information
like cloud contents, vertical motion, and the fall speed of
precipitation particles has been also used in partitioning
methods (e.g. Tao and Simpson, 1989; Tao et al., 1993,
2000; Sui et al., 1994; Xu, 1995; Lang et al., 2003). Lang
et al. (2003) conducted a comparison study using six
different partitioning methods based on surface rain-rate,
mass fluxes, apparent heating and moistening, hydrometeor
contents, reflectivity and vertical velocity CFAD (Contoured
Frequency with Altitude Diagram), microphysics, and latent
heat retrieval (Churchill and House, 1984; Tao and Simpson,
1989; Caniaux et al., 1994; Steiner et al., 1995; Xu, 1995; Lang
et al., 2003), and showed that the method based on surface
rain-rate was consistently the most stratiform whereas the
method based on radar information below the melting level
and the fall speed of precipitation particles was consistently
the most convective.
The convective–stratiform rainfall partitioning method
in this study uses rainfall as the main information (Tao
et al., 1993) and maximum updraught above 600 hPa
and mixing ratio of cloud water as additional information
(Sui et al., 1994). When the surface rain-rate at a model
grid point is twice as large as the average taken over the
surrounding four grid points (two neighbours on each side
in the 2D framework), the model grid point and the grid
point on either side are considered convective. In addition,
any grid point with a rain-rate of 20 mm h−1 or more is
designated as convective regardless of the above criteria.
Additional information on maximum updraught above
600 hPa and cloud water is also used to identify convective
rainfall. All non-convective rainfall points are regarded
as stratiform. The analysis with this partitioning method
shows that the convective rainfall is associated with upward
motions throughout the troposphere with a maximum in
the lower troposphere, whereas the stratiform rainfall is
associated with upward motions in the upper troposphere
and downward motions in the lower troposphere (e.g. Gao
and Li, 2008b).
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